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The Apostle: Administration, Western Cape
The Old Apostolic Church

Private Bag X9
DURBANV]LLE 7551

Dear Apostle,

WEM$ERSHOEK: HOUGARTH FAMIIY AND THE OID APOSTOLIC CHURCH (OACI

24 tuly2011 regarding the stand-off between the management of the
the Hougarth family in Wemmershoek, once again highlighted what The FORUM has been
agitating for since its inception in 2009 - administrailve reform and a change of management style
at the Head Office of the Church in the Western Cape. Regardless of the details of the issue, the
manner in which it has been handled to date seems to amount to another unmitigated public
relations disaster for the image of the Church. lt is time for new, but sultabh, managers.

The exposd in the Rapport of
OAC and

ln line with its policy, The FORUM wishes to reiterate that it has no desire to get embroiled in the
merits and demerits of the ease. The assets of the Church have to be safeguarded and the ]aw
should be allowed to run its course, provided that it is the best option available. However, The
FORUM cannot be a detached witness to what seems

to be the inhumane treatment of a vulnerable
family at the hands of a Church management urho has yet to prove itself as being adept at
responsible democratic governance, as well as the demonstration of the necessary social conscience
expected from an institutkln that is universatly regarded as the last refuge for destitute and
desperate human beings/souls.

Colfikt reolttion
lrrespective of the manifestation of the scope and details of the spat between Head Office and the
tlougarth family, as far as The FORUMs intervention is eon€erned the real issue here is conflict
resolution; and yet another vivid demonstration of the apparent ineptitude of highly paid executives
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of the Church to reso[ve the matter [n a manner that benefits the image of the Church and at the
same time proves their fitness for purpose. The modus operandi of Head Office in this regard, as
exemplified by the customary "no commenf response by the Regional Secretary is indicative of a
chronic pre-1994 socio-political disposition and an inability to adequately resolve disputes in an era
of democracy and respect for human rights. The issue of the Hougarth family is a simple, everyday
one; requiring the necessary degree of empathy, intellectual capacity and emotional maturity from
the relevant authorities. The Wemmershoek incident must certainly rank as the proverbial "last
straw that broke the camel's back" and proves beyond all doubt that Sonstraal Heights lacks the
managerial capacity and leadership skills needed to lead the OAC in the Western Cape into a new era
of inclusive, transparent and accountable governance. The Western Cape region is not stagnant
anymore; it is retrogressing as far as social and administrative development are concerned.
As usual, The FORUM remains seized of the constitutional dynamics that come into play each time

the Western Cape Apostle: Administration and the Regional Seeretary two royally remunerated
executive church officials, capture the media headlines for all the wrong reasons regarding the
public image of the OAC. They act according to a constitution that makes them {management) a law
unto themselves, while leaving the congregations/members (the Church) voiceless, voteless
{disenfranchised} and powerless. Members have been reduced to the pitiful status of hapless
bystandersApectators and cash cows in their own church. ln the ease of the Hougarth farnily, the
relevant congregation has apparently formally resolved to side with the family and thus oppose the

eviction order. ln a normal democratic environmen! such a vote carries significant weight in
disputes llke this. By apparently ignoring the wishes of the congregation in this case, Head Office has
exposed a basic flaw in the constitution of the Church; absence of the right of expression and of
juridi,ction by a congregation whose revenues eontribute towards the existence and survival of the
Churcll and its posh Head Offices around the country. lt also means that salaried officials have
disregarded the voice of the Church (congregation), their employer. lf congregations/members
constitute the Church and the current church constitution excludes them from participating or
having any say in the administration, then whose constitution is it anyway? How legitimate is it and
can it really be enforced withotrt the eonsent of the governed? ln the civilized v*orl4 the red flag
hoisted by the Wemmershoek congregation would have been heeded. The timeless slogan for the
famous Boston Tea Party in the USA in the eighteen hundreds of "No Taxation without
Representation" comes to mind whenever the constitution of the Apostolate of the OAC is at issue.
Another pertinent question must be: where do the responsible Overseer and Elder stand regarding
the vote ta*en on this issue by the congregation under thek iuridietion? On whose side are they?
Head Office, or the people? These are important questions that go straight to the heart of the
Church constitution and could be highly combustible if they are not accorded the required degree of
circumspection.

tegal action
Although the legal action resorted to by top management may be technically correct, it should be
remembered that there is a church life awaiting the relevant parties after the bloodletting has
ceased. A life about which the OAC professes

to be the sole custodian of the keys to Heaven. The

blunt warning to Head Office should be that there cannot be any talk of a normat administration in
an abnormal eonstit*tional environment in the Chureh. As long as congregations have no say or/er
their hard-earned monthly incomes (a right they partially exercised until 19721 and the well-being of
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the Churcfi the mandate in terms of which Head Office functions remains open to question and is
also out of line with the basic tenets of the constitution of the country under which the Church
operates as a legal person. So, when Head Office resorts to these kinds of drastic legal actions in
terms of a constitution that excludes the voice or participation of congregations/members, how
legitimate and morally defensible are those actions? And what checks and balances are in place to
watch over the seemingly liberal spending by ttead Oftlce on the services of law firm(s)?
And although the action taken by Head Office may be justifiable, a big question mark hovers over
the manner in which the Office of the Regional Seeretary has dealt with the issue. ln llght of the
gravity of past public relations blunders by that same office, oommon sense and the importance of
responsible governance dictate that a more studious approach should be a hallmark feature of the
actions of the Church management in the Western Cape. For the millions that go into salaries and

sundry expenditure each year, congregations/members have every right to expect expert service
delivery frorn its executive officers. As the relevant line funetion departrnent, it is expected of the
Office of the Regional Secretary to ensure that the best interests of the Church are being served at
all

times.

The serious setbacks the image of the Church in the Western Cape has suffered in recent

times, should therefore be laid at the door of the Regional Secretary. lt begs the question: do we
have the right incumbent in office? And if not, as it clearly seems to be emerging lately, then
appropriate asti{Dn should be a high pr'roflty for top managem€nq failing whisb a}ternative
instruments for redress may have to be brought into sharper focus,
As often indkated in the past, The FORUM agakr wishes

to rernind Flead Office and the rnembership
at large that the current system of administration does not serve the best interests of the Church
and is therefore not sustainable. lt is debilitating and inevitably results in the wasteful spending of
millions of hard-earned revenue on structures and programmes that are clearly not aligned with a
cedible long term agenda for the OAC. This shortsighted and selfish approach by the current
leadership is exacerbated by an apparent over reliance on the expertise of the legal maehinery of the
world. However, fact of the matter is that the same legal machinery will not be able to secure them
against the legitimate aspirations and actions of congregations/members to rid themselves of an
oppressive Church constitution. Until such time, it is hoped that the relevant legal experts engaged
by Head Office do occasionally remind the apostles and the rest of the leadership that the current
system is not sustainabh and that they are not s€rving the best interests of the Church. Atsq, that
transformation is inevitable and that the future well-being of the Church would require a new brand
of leadership and lawyers.
Reform
For the normalizatkln of the administratioo of the Chureh (especially) in the western Cape, the
incumbent in the position of Regional Secretary should be a person (man or woman) endowed with
bold, visionary and dynamic leadership skills because he/she has to drive the transformation process
and inspire members (and officers| to new heights. The membership ought to be informed that

their Church is no longer the wealthy institution they think it is and that it was running short on the
flnancial reso$rcet reguired to maintain a system that is wlthout a doubt not sustainable. Veiled
threats in sermons and teachings about the likely consequences of low tithe levels seem to point
more to the paranoia among the leadership about a steady decline of their financial comfort zone
and church membership numbers than the spiritual well-being of congregants. Grand apartheid in
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the OAC Western Cape also has to be addressed. The introduction of a deliberate programme to
bring members/congregations (not only senior officers, as at present) of the Coloured, Black and
White sectors of the OAC together to coalesce as one regional family is long overdue. The issue of
an apostle from the Black sector in the Western Cape also remains crucial for the future well-being
of the Region. There can be no plausible excuse for the delay, unless we publicly declare that we are
comfortable with racism and therefore prefer to co-exist and practice our faith in selfdelusionary
isolation. These are but a few of the major issues for which the Church has to rely on the leadership
skills of its Regional Secretary. Only a paradigm shift in this regard by the current leadership at
Sonstraal Heights would make the present incumbents of executive office eligible for continued
tenure of office.
The FORUM wishes to take this opportunity to reglster in the strongest possible terms its displeasure

at the way in whlch the Apostle: Administration and the Regional Secretary seem to discharge their

duties as far as contentious issues, such as the Hougarth family, are concerned. A turnaround
strategy is urgently required to restore the seriously dented public image of the OAC in the Western
Cape. The hackneyed, embarrassing and suicidal responses of "no commenf to formal public
enqukies should be replaced forthwith by the universally accepted professlorel deeorurn expected
of church executives. The customary reaction by Sonstraal Heights in this regard not only reflects
poorly on the capabilities and eligibility of the present incumbent in the Office of the Regional
Secretary, but also the Church in general.

It is trusted that an amicable solution could be arrived at and that the situation of the Hougarth
family be accommodated in a humane manner aimed at redressing what look like a Church that is
incapable of redeeming itself in the public eye as an institution where human rights and race
relations are taken seriously.

W

Blouws

CHAIRPERSON

(former Overseer)

